Special Operations Training Support
Augmenting SOCoE’s Ability to Achieve the Mission
Since 2015, Amentum has supported the U.S. Army’s John F.
Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School, the Special Operations
Center of Excellence (SOCoE), where we help augment instructional
capabilities, capacity, and subject matter expertise.
We build on the training foundations all SOF personnel receive in
their qualification courses and provide advanced training in special
warfare doctrine, cyber operations, HUMINT, SOF targeting cycle, full
spectrum surveillance, insurgency fundamentals, human factors
considerations, civil affairs, and military information support
operations.
Amentum continually works with our customer to identify gaps, and
then help design and develop sound solutions for requirements. Our
training enables SOF personnel to conduct specialized operational
planning and intelligence training, tactical cyber operations,
surveillance and site exploitation / identity management, and various
special projects.
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Highlights
108 separate classes across 12 different courses
Over 2,700 personnel trained
Seven advanced skills courses
98%+ graduation rate
Currently training 1,000+ SOF and interagency personnel annually
Training provided at multiple CONUS and OCONUS military installations including: Ft. Bragg, NC; Ft.
Carson, CO; Joint Base Lewis-McChord, WA; Eglin Air Force Base, FL; Ft. Campbell, KY; Camp
Dawson, WV; Poland; Germany; Japan; and Australia.

Providing the Right Expertise
Amentum personnel are experts who create and set the conditions today for success on the battlefields of
tomorrow. Our instructors, partnered with uniformed military and civilian government cadres, form a team
environment focused on producing and delivering quality instruction, mentorship, and development. to ensure
we have these talented personnel, we address three critical components: recruitment (screening, examining,
selection, and hiring); retention (orientation, training, assigning, evaluating, and processing); and teaming
(providing depth and breadth by drawing on peers).
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Special Projects
Our creative thinking, problem-solving, effective communication, and
decision-making capabilities have enabled Amentum to support our
customer’s requirements with other special projects, including:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Project Mulligan: Digital and physical force protection training
designed for the leadership, command teams, and soldiers of the
Security Force Assistance Brigades.
INDOPACOM Cyber Training: Open-source intelligence and forensics
software training (Maltego) provided to SOCPAC personnel in Okinawa,
Japan.
Non-Standard Logistics Training: Training provided to the Special Forces Warrant Officer Institute on
how to logistically support special forces and SOF units in remote or denied areas.
Managed-Attributable Purchases: Purchases made in a way that does not draw attention to the
customer.
Surveillance Training and Non-Standard Purchases: Training and resources provided to support
Advent Laden training.
One-on-One Discussion: Provided a retired ambassador and a former chief of station with geographical
relevance to sit down, one-on-one, with a team in a condensed Mission Planning Cycle preparing for a
short-notice deployment.

Advanced Skills Training
Special Forces Intelligence Sergeants Course (MOS18F)
Advanced Tactical Technical Course-Brighton
Advanced Tactical Technical Course-Touchstone
Special Warfare Operational Design Course
Special Warfare Network Development Course
Special Warfare Physical Surveillance Training Courses
Special Forces Technical Surveillance Training Courses

Dedication to Safety, Ethics, & Performance
At Amentum, our focus will always be on safety, ethics, and performance. We understand the importance of
human capital development and are committed to this sound and necessary investment. Our “safety
moments” before meetings, annual live ethics training, and annual performance reviews are embedded in our
culture and our core values. It is our personnel who build customer trust and allow us to continue to lean
forward providing an innovation-driven future in support of our customers’ missions.

Growing Ability to Support the Mission
In November 2020, Amentum officially acquired DynCorp International, a provider of sophisticated aviation,
logistics, training, intelligence and operational solutions in 30+ countries worldwide. By leveraging efficiencies
and economies of scale in both companies, Amentum is uncovering synergistic opportunities that enhance our
operations. This acquisition will allow our customers to continue to enjoy outstanding performance, combined
with a greater focus on the federal market and a higher level of investment and capital allocation that will
benefit our federal clients.
About Amentum
Amentum is a premier global technical and engineering services partner supporting critical programs of national significance
across defense, security, intelligence, energy, and environment. We draw from a century-old heritage of operational excellence,
mission focus, and successful execution underpinned by a strong culture of safety and ethics. Headquartered in Germantown,
Md., we employ more than 34,000 people in all 50 states and perform work in 105 foreign countries and territories.
Visit us at www.amentum.com to explore how we deliver excellence for our customers’ most vital missions.

